Stadium Solutions
Outdoor | Indoor | Perimeter

EXPERIENCE
LED-Signs is a leading provider of LED sign
technology in Australia. We have been supplying
sporting venues for over 35 years. Our experience
in the industry means that our development,
design and manufacturing processes are industry
benchmarks.

LED-Signs’ extensive range of stadium solutions
include the TECNOVISION range of video screens.
Our screens are of superior quality, incorporate
custom engineered scoring functionality for a
variety of sports and have the ability to display
advertising and venue promotions.

EXPERTISE

Our basketball and racecourse solutions are
designed to meet the specific needs of these sports.

LED-Signs specialises in indoor and outdoor
solutions which combine superior design,
longevity, and environmental toughness. Our
product range includes video super screens,
multimedia displays, multi-line & scrolling signs,
and single & multipurpose scoreboards.

VERSATILITY

Our stadium applications include:
 Outdoor scoreboards and video screens
 Perimeter screens
 Indoor stadium scoreboards and screens
 Racecourse applications
 Mobile trailer displays
 Advertising displays
 Ticket box and parking applications

Our versatility means that we can custom design
visual
display
solutions
for
advertising
organisations, signage providers, sporting venues,
casinos, clubs, hotels, cinemas, airports, schools,
architects,
builders,
mining
and
retail
organisations.

Our sporting applications feature:
 Single and full colour options
 Live video and instant replays
 Custom made, user-friendly
interfaces.
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Our stadium solutions include the TECNOVISION range of
full colour video displays. All our stadium installations
are supported by our experienced project management
and coordination team for superstructures.

Outdoor Scoreboards and Video Screens
LED-Signs’ range of TECNOVISION OLYMPIC displays are
designed to have the brightness and resolution required
for large scale installations such as Rome’s Olympic
Stadium and the San Siro Stadium in Milan.

Perimeter Screens
Our perimeter screens are specifically designed to
deliver stunning television reproductions and highly
visible advertising messages that can circle the entire
playing area. Messages can be displayed in various
formats including still graphics or as animations.

Indoor Scoreboards and Video Screens
LED-Signs’ indoor stadium applications can integrate
scoreboard functionality with live video and instant
replays, time keeping clocks and other graphic and
alphanumerical displays. Our single sport applications
include custom scoreboard configurations and
specifically designed scoring software.

Racecourse Applications
LED-Signs’ stable management system features a series
of networked LED signs to display horse, jockey, trainer
and race details. The system is supported by touch
screen LCD way finders and a database that permits
user searches by the jockey, trainer, etc. Stable
allocation is managed via laptop or handheld units.

Mobile Trailer Displays
LED-Signs’ trailer mounted displays are easy to transport
and set up, are solar powered and come with a number
of communication options. Our trailers are ideal for
crowd management and can provide additional
scoreboard displays.

Ticket Box and Parking Applications
Our range of ticket box and parking displays are legible
from greater distances than similar sized static signs,
and are supported by management systems that
indicate availability, traffic flow, and other important
information.
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